The Release Notes list:

- What is New in this Release
- Issues Addressed in this Release
- Limitations
- Open Issues.

What is New in this Release

This release includes the schema-compatible changes and new features in the Registry data model. The following is a high-level summary:

- Added a field to Provenance resolution for Published Date that will assist in finding changes to the EIDR content database. This field is available for all records that have been created or modified starting with the 2.0.8 release.
- Added a field for Alternate IDs to Video Services.
- Querying Video Services now supports expressions (including Boolean operators) the same way that Parties do. (#765)

Issues Addressed in this Release

The following issues and enhancements have been resolved in this release:

- Associated Org will now inherit. Note that existing assets have not been migrated to take advantage of this, but will be updated upon the editing of a record or its parents. (#936)
- Improvements to Data Validation Rules for content records:
  - All child records must have a Release date that is $\geq$ ReleaseDate of parent for all child assets except 'Pilot' and 'Special' episodes, and 'Re-cut' seasons. (#938)
  - All records must have a Release date that is $>1877$. (#1298)
  - All records with Mode=AudioVisual must have a Release Date that is $>1893$. (#1299)
  - All feature-length films with Original Language mode=Audio must have a Release Date that is $>1927-10-05$. (#1300)
  - Fix to validation rule for Movies to permit the provisional unknown value (0.001S) (#1267)
- Video Services must have a DisplayName which is not used by any other service as either a DisplayName or an AlternateServiceName.
- The "type" attribute is now optional in the <Create> and <Modify> elements for content records.
- A bug which prevented very large series (1500+ episodes) from being modified has been fixed.

**Limitations**
- It is possible to create duplicate records if create or modify record operations are performed close together. (#493)
- It is possible to create a duplicate content record if a work is registered with a title (for example a working title, a title change, Romanized title, subtitle, or title in another language) that is not listed as the title or alternate title of an existing record for the same work. It is important to include all frequently occurring titles of a work when creating a record, most especially the original released title in the original language. (#659)

**Open Issues**
- Asset resolution type Inherited does not work. (#466)
- Compilation deduplication is not catching near duplicates. (#1112)